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Dairy
40 lb. blocks $1.7430 $1.5325 $0.2105

Domestic butter is priced well below international 
product both in the spot and in CME futures, which 
hints the downside may be limited in the near term.

Beef

Retailers have been actively securing ribeye supplies as 
of  late for the pending holiday season. Consequently, 
ribeye prices are rising with the choice ribeye primal 
climbing 12% during the last two weeks.

Price        LstMonth                     Diff

50% Trimming $0.464 $0.560 ($0.096)
Price        LstMonth                      Diff

Poultry
Wing (Jumbo) $2.106 $2.140 ($0.034)
An increase in September chicken production 
pressured chicken markets lower. Chicken wing 
demand is anticipated to remain fairly robust during 
the next few months which should temper any down-
side in the wing markets.  

Price        LstMonth                      Diff

We have been 
talking about the 
price of  chicken 
wings a lot lately.  
What we are 
seeing in the 
chicken wing 
market is unprec-

edented and we feel this is something worth 
spending a significant amount of  time on due to 
the importance of  chicken wings to pizza opera-
tor business.  Chicken pricing, as with most 
commodity items, changes with supply and 
demand.  While our feature article last month 
lumped chicken wings into one general category, 
there are really two main types of  chicken wings 
available: small wings and jumbo wings.  The 
prices of  both small and jumbo wings have been 
far from typical this year. 
 
The difference between a jumbo wing and a small 
wing, as you can probably guess, has to do with 
the size of  the bird that it comes from.  Several 
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Chicken Wing Pricing
By Daniel Thor, Bellissimo Foods

years ago, there was only one wing market, but as the poultry/wing market grew, so did the size of  the birds.  Bird 
size grew so much that it created the need for a new classification of  wing, thus ‘wings’ were classified as small 
wings, and the new larger birds, Jumbo.  Major wing stores, realizing the need for a poultry source that could grow 
as fast as they did, took on the jumbo product and demand has risen ever since.  
In a typical year, seasonal wing prices start to fall after the finish of  March Madness.  As mentioned earlier, this 
is not a typical year, and wing prices have stayed high than normal through the summer.  This is due to several 
factors.  The first, poultry growers are realizing that there is a lack of  quality when birds get too big, and have 
been keeping bird sizes similar year over year – more demand same lbs.  The second is the number of  birds didn’t 
increase as much as it has in the past.  More demand with the same number and same weight of  bird causes a 
shortage in supply and keeps prices high.  
 
A few months ago we started to see small chicken wing prices finally start to fall, but unlike a normal trend, jumbo 
wings took the inverse course and started to rise.  The increase was too much for some, as evidenced by Buffalo 
Wild Wings dramatic decision to change from traditional wing to a boneless wing on their famous half  off  Tues-
day night promotion.  But while big users have taken some risks to mitigate costs, most operators don’t feel they 
can increase prices to make up for shrinking margins.  While operators are used to constant fluctuations in items, 
the general feeling is that their customers are not, and responding to these fluctuations with higher menu prices 
would do more harm than good.  
While it has been a strange year for wings, as of  the writing of  this article in early October, we have just seen the 
first downward price adjustment to jumbo wings since February.  We hope to see future downward prices after 
the adjustments many major players have made to avoid jumbo wing purchases, but Superbowl is around the 
corner, and with price discounts incoming we could see wing inventories go up which could artificially inflate 
pricing.  As always, we wish you all the best no matter where the market goes from here.  

Is Your Business Recession Proof?
By Peter Thor, President, Bellissimo Foods

Marketupdate
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2017 has been a challenging year for many reasons, economic, political, and geopo-
litical. Yet on the surface, our economy appears to be ticking along just fine with 
record low unemployment, low interest rates, moderate growth and inflation. 
Beneath the talking points, however, it has been nearly 10 years since we’ve had a 
real recession and there are indicators that suggest that one might be just around the 
corner.  Is your business recession proof?

It used to be said that the pizza industry was recession proof  because there are 
many positive features of  our industry which appeal to a broad spectrum of  
consumers. However, our industry is becoming more segmented, separated into 
categories like low price oriented delivery, take-out, dine-in casual, and high-end 
specialty pizza. Each appeal to a different consumer base.

Strong jobs growth in construction, retail, and hospitality have increased consumer 
spending power, albeit wage growth (individual disposable income) has remained 
flat. Factors which could move us into recession are many. Rising interest rates, 
unwinding of  the Federal Reserve bond program, and rising costs of  health care 
and housing are probably the greatest domestic threats. Close behind are local and 
federal deficits which someday must be addressed by increased taxes, reduced 
government spending, or both. Internationally, any unexpected shock may impact 
consumer spending which still accounts for some 70% of  GDP.  

Note how jobs growth has slowed and trending down in recent months which may 
negatively impact consumer spending. The “share of  stomach” and “share of  
income” theories of  consumer spending also apply. Growth trends in home delivery 
and prepared meals certainly takes away from “share of  stomach”, and rapid rises 
in health care and other basic expenditures reduce available dollars for discretionary 
purchases like eating out.  Conventional wisdom suggests that consumers will trade 
down to lower cost dining options like pizza. That will be true for some, but strong 
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ITEM SPOTLIGHT

Bellissimo Select Crispy Flyers are the 
perfect wing for any restaurant applica-
tion.  Our fully cooked wing prepares 
in minutes, and the marinated crunchy 
breading will add the taste and texture 
that your customers expect from a 
wing.  These wings make an excellent 

appetizer, party plate or entree items, just don't forget the blue cheese 
or ranch.    

The Bellissimo Crispy Fliers can be cooked in a deep fryer, convection, 
or conventional oven, perfect for the upcoming Football Season!

BELLISSIMO CRISPY FLIERS - Item #16929

Wing Pricing - CONT.

years ago, there was only one wing market, but as the poultry/wing 
market grew, so did the size of  the birds.  Bird size grew so much 
that it created the need for a new classification of  wing, thus 
‘wings’ were classified as small wings, and the new larger birds, 
Jumbo.  Major wing stores, realizing the need for a poultry source 
that could grow as fast as they did, took on the jumbo product and 
demand has risen ever since.  

In a typical year, seasonal wing prices start to fall after the finish of  
March Madness.  As mentioned earlier, this is not a typical year, 
and wing prices have stayed high than normal through the summer.  
This is due to several factors.  The first, poultry growers are realiz-
ing that there is a lack of  quality when birds get too big, and have 
been keeping bird sizes similar year over year – more demand same 
lbs.  The second is the number of  birds didn’t increase as much as 
it has in the past.  More demand with the same number and same 
weight of  bird causes a shortage in supply and keeps prices high.  

A few months ago we started to see small chicken wing prices 
finally start to fall, but unlike a normal trend, jumbo wings took the 
inverse course and started to rise.  The increase was too much for 
some, as evidenced by Buffalo Wild Wings dramatic decision to 
change from traditional wing to a boneless wing on their famous 
half  off  Tuesday night promotion.  But while big users have taken 
some risks to mitigate costs, most operators don’t feel they can 
increase prices to make up for shrinking margins.  While operators 
are used to constant fluctuations in items, the general feeling is that 
their customers are not, and responding to these fluctuations with 
higher menu prices would do more harm than good.  

While it has been a strange year for wings, as of  the writing of  this 
article in early October, we have just seen the first downward price 
adjustment to jumbo wings since February.  We hope to see future 
downward prices after the adjustments many major players have 
made to avoid jumbo wing purchases, but Superbowl is around the 
corner, and with price discounts incoming we could see wing 
inventories go up which could artificially inflate pricing.  

As always, we wish you all the best no matter where the market 
goes from here.
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QUESTION:
I par-bake my pizzas and then reheat them when an 
order is placed. This sometimes results in the crust 
becoming harder than I’d like. Is there a solution for 
this?

ANSWER:
Par-baking of pizzas and pizza dough crusts is a great 
way to quickly bake pizzas and generally ensure that 
they are crispy and completely baked. If par-baking is 
your preferred method for baking pizzas, you may need 
to adjust your dough formulation to reduce the likeli-
hood that they will become too hard on the second 
bake. Consideration should be given to the level of oil or 
shortening that’s added to the dough formulation. It may 
be necessary to increase the level of oil or shortening to 
impart more tenderness to the finished product.

Source: PMQ Magazine (www.PMQ.com)
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performance at high end restaurants and poor results at mid-tier 
seem to reflect the increasing gap between high and low-income 
consumers; meaning the middle is getting squeezed.

With little to no growth forecasted for most of  the restaurant 
industry in the next several years and consumer frugality being 
the "new norm," restaurants will need to cater to the needs of  
their cost-conscious customers to build loyalty and enhance 
value, according to The NPD Group. It's more difficult now for 
operators and their suppliers to find growth paths in the "new" 
marketplace of  less consumer demand. The importance of  
building customer loyalty for an independent restaurant cannot 
be overstated. Fortunately, building a local and loyal customer 
base is what successful independent pizzerias are great at.  
Reaching out and participating with local consumers is often 
just as important as your menu choices and terrific food. Local 
consumers tend to be loyal repeat customers. For example, a 
study which tracked the correlation between loyalty and visits 
found that loyal quick-service restaurant customers visit twice as 
often as QSR restaurant switchers. Other advantages of  build-
ing your local base include:

•Higher brand awareness requiring less costly marketing. 
•Loyal buyers bring in other buyers. 
•Loyal buyers tend to be less price sensitive and 
•Loyal buyers have a higher tolerance for mistakes. 

Other strategies are proven in a recession environment. When 
restaurant operators face the challenges of  a recession coupled 
with higher ingredient costs, they seek purchasing and menu 
management strategies to retain store traffic levels and to remain 
profitable. This may include a review of  menu and costs; focus-
ing not on cost-cutting per se, but on how adjustments and 
innovation in menu offerings and pricing can deliver results 
even in tough economic times. During the last recession, a study 
by Technomic found that new menu items introduced were 40% 
higher than during the previous year. 

Partnering with your supplier distributor may help find new 
opportunities to market new premium consumer preferred 
ingredients. For example, Bellissimo is now offering many new 
products in the appetizer, chicken, and red meat toppings 
categories, focusing especially on “natural ingredient” items, 
often referred to as “clean label”. This includes consumer 
preferred items such as hormone free dairy, antibiotic free poul-
try and meat toppings, and non-bleached, non-bromated flour.  
Natural items are consumer preferred and usually command a 
premium.

Other menu management strategies like limited time offerings, 
bringing back reimagined items, specialty pizzas, and combina-
tion deals can all help drive customer traffic through the coming 
(though we don’t know when) recessionary times. As always, 
wishing you every success!

Recession Proof? - CONT.





The Season of Giving
The holidays are a time of giving gifts and sharing great
food.  Why not combine the two and order delicious,
high end foods from Delco Foods to give as presents
this holiday season?  We have a variety of specialty
items you can combine to create elegant gift baskets or
order a single item and wrap in a beautiful paper.  We
also have wonderful items to enjoy during holiday meals
with your family and friends.  From non-food items to
delicious catering options, we have you covered.  Be
sure to give Delco Foods enough notice to have your
items in time.   For a listing of great gift ideas, please
visit us at www.delcofoods.com or contact Theresa
Wells at twells@delcofoods.com.  We wish you a happy
holiday season!



www.delcofoods.com

Comments & Questions
As always, our number one goal is to keep you happy.
Our newsletter is just one way we share new information
about the products and services we offer, as well as
industry news we think may be interesting and useful.
For personal service and support, please contact your
Delco Foods Sales Representative.

4850 West 78th Street . Indianapolis, IN 46268
toll free 800.536.1234 . tel 317.876.1951 .

fax 317.870.7803

Follow Us On Facebook
“Like Us” and be the first to get all the latest information
about new products, upcoming events and more!

Don’t forget - you can follow us on Twitter too!

Holiday Marketing Ideas
‘Tis the season to be jolly and for consumers to go out
and spend.  Here are a couple of ideas to cash in this
holiday season...

Gift Certificates...The holidays are a perfect time to
sell plenty of your gift certificates.  Why not offer yours
in an attractive envelope or specially gift-wrapped?  It’s
a no-hassle gift option for the consumer.  You can also
offer incentives to sell more gift cards by rewarding
consumers with special offers.  For instance, you could
give away a store t-shirt for every $50 in gift certificates
or offer a $10 gift certificate for every $100 in gift
certificates purchased.  Your comptetitors will be selling
their gift certificates this giving season, why not make
yours stand out from the crowd?

Mall Rewards...Gift shopping can really build up an
appetite.  Are you located near a mall or shopping
complex?  You could offer a discount to people who come
in and show a receipt of their purchases in the
participating mall.  Ask the stores to advertise these
savings as well.  Give consumers something to look
forward to – your delicious food – after a long day.

Holiday Cards...Have a customer database?  Condider
sending holiday cards to your customers to wish them
Happy Holidays and remind them why you are the perfec
meal option during this busy time of year.  Located by
other businesses?  Send a card to those offices to pick up
holiday catering or offer a meal promotion to incentivize
workers to visit your location.

Be sure to start promoting your holiday promotions and
events in November so your message isn’t drowned out
admist all of the holiday hoopla.
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